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CREATING NETWORKS OF COLLABORATION FOR
SUSTAINABLE HOUSING
This paper describes the initial collaborative process of exploring a road map for
a sustainable housing architectural project. The process starts by understanding
the potential for the project and goes on to find a concept that would allow the
project to grow and find mainstream recognition. During the 10 weeks of
engaging with the project on three levels – service image, collective impact and
service design; a framework is built that would set the future agenda and road
map. The process builds on to find partners that would be instrumental in
growing the project and suggests the infrastructure that could enable that.
Keywords: social innovation, co-design, sustainability, architecture,
interessement, infrastructuring, agonistic spaces

1. INTRODUCTION
Our stakeholder was Dr. Marwa Dabaieh, who is an architect and an expert in zero
emission and passive earth buildings. Her ongoing project is on minus carbon and plus
energy refugee shelters using vernacular methods of construction. This was the project
presented to us with a vague brief asking us to make it available on the web through a
website/blog and offline as an e-book, the contents of which were being worked upon.
The project is surely inspired from the crisis of refugee housing and allowing them the
dignity they deserve, but the proposed solution is not limited to just this one case of use.
It is a housing solution based on research of vernacular building techniques using
materials that are locally available and sustainable. The process itself is quick and easy
without requiring much expertise. It’s scope of use is wherever a quick solution to lack
of housing is required and maybe even adopting those sustainable practices in the wider
economy for a better future.
The project broadly falls in the domain of social innovation (Phills, Deiglmeier,
& Miller, 2008), while drawing on the themes of open source, community,
sustainability both ecological and social, multi-stakeholder and being generally a
wicked problem. My motivations for choosing to work on this project were that the
stakeholder herself had already achieved a lot through collaborative work to bring the
project to the stage at which it was presented to us and that it needed a new set of eyes
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to take it to the next level. I also understood that the project had a lot of potential and is
one that deserves the time and energy because of the possible impact it could have on
the world we live in. It was also a truly multi-stakeholder, collaborative, complex
problem, one that would challenge the knowledge I already had and help learn a lot in a
really short span of time. The stakeholder’s description of her project and the emphasis
on the people who had helped it grow, made me believe that she really valued the
collaborations and would be open to working with new ways of thinking and solutions
that may go against the grain of the obvious. At the end of the intense eight weeks, the
project has stood true to each of the expectations highlighted above.
While exploring the current state of the art it was important for us to look
broadly at the themes this project fell into. As an open source way of doing things, the
Arduino platform (https://www.arduino.cc) is an obvious choice to see how a
community can be grown and sustained. Closer home in the domain of architecture,
open source buildings have also been gaining prominence through CNC cut houses by
WikiHouse (https://wikihouse.cc) or the Open Architects Network (2015) that dealt
with social innovation in housing, helping the ones in need and using locally developed
building practices in a collaborative and open sourced manner. These projects have
depended a lot on the connections possible because of the internet and an engaged
community that believes in and co-owns the movement that each is a part of. Blogs,
forums and social media have been of immense importance, along with a strong
manifesto and engagement through a common agenda. Some other examples of
community in housing could be Couchsurfing (https://www.couchsurfing.com) and
Airbnb (https://www.airbnb.com). While both look at offering sleeping space in one’s
homes they have a very different way of tackling the problem. Couchsurfing depends on
a self organising community with little rules and on the other hand Airbnb has a central
infrastructure that enables the connections and service for the users. The community is
only so much as a common desire to share one’s living space with a stranger and
wanting to live in one. While both are big ventures, one somewhat more than the other,
it is important to focus on the pros and cons of each of these services and use and adopt
the best practices. For example Couchsurfing works more like a social network and
emphasises the community and Airbnb is more like a hotel booking site and emphasises
on the ease of use and aesthetics of the service.
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The research question I set out to explore is to understand how one can get
started on a social innovation project to set it up for the long haul using infrastructuring
and creating agonistic spaces.
Design is making sense of things (Krippendorff, 1989). Creating and
highlighting the context of the project seemed like the most essential task to start with.
The project had potentials in creating communities around common causes and utilising
existing communities in parallel domains to adopt such practices. We saw a need for
creating a platform that would be able to connect people and disburse information. The
project had a two tier potential in designing for visualisation of the process and creating
a service around it and the higher level of creating this circular economy in a sense that
would feed on itself and grow for the larger purpose. There was potential for
infrastructuring (Emilson, Hilgren, & Seravalli, 2014) and creating an agonistic space
(Binder et al, 2011).
2. THEORY
The project, as we understood, at the start was developed in a specific context of a user
group. This user group was generally referred to as the refugees, but without any
specific context to their situations apart from the fact that there is a need for housing
and integration when refugees arrive in a new country. The project was also developed
in the Nordic context, more specifically the Skåne region in the south of Sweden. A
deeper inquiry into the conditions of refugees arriving in Sweden reveals that they are
usually integrated into existing housing all around the country. This might be
considered a better approach towards integration than creating separate ghettos, even if
those were to be more sustainable and hi-tech as hinted at during the introductory
project presentation. There seemed to exist a paradox between the communications of
the house’s intended use vs. the real world conditions.
We saw our first task was to get a deeper understanding of the project beyond
what was being communicated in a formal presentation. Krippendorff (1989) talks
about ‘design as making sense (of things)’ and using ‘product semantics’ to study the
symbolic qualities of forms. This formed a good starting point to explore further about
the form that had been created. Understanding the values inherent in the form without
the context helped assess the potential for the project. Our process followed a similar
trajectory of making sense as has Krippendorff described. Starting with an initial
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sensation of context presented to us by the stakeholder, we proceeded to place the object
in other situations and uses. The iterations continued in circles, each time helping to
understand more about the features and possibilities with the project. This seemed like
an important part of the process because ‘What something is (the totality of what it
means) to someone corresponds to the sum total of its imaginable contexts’
(Krippendorff, 1989, p. 13). We further explored the many other imaginable contexts
and what it could mean for the house to be placed in those contexts, during a mind
mapping exercise and workshop, which will be discussed in sections 3.1.1 & 3.2.1.
Presenting the project to enable it to be appropriated for use in many contexts required a
careful design of the image and voice used to communicate the project itself.
The project falls under the category of social innovation for the reasons that it
proposes a ‘novel solution to a social problem’ that is ‘more efficient and sustainable
than existing solutions’ and it is beneficial to society as a whole rather than private
individuals (Phills, Deiglmeier, and Miller, 2008, p. 36). In this context it was important
to remember that innovation itself is not a predictable process. Akrich, Callon & Latour
(2002) provide for a model of innovation itself, which they call the model of
interessement, in contrast to the diffusion model. The emphasis is on the bundle of links
that connect an object to all parties that handle it. They highlight the fact that innovation
needs allies, who ‘take it up, support it, diffuse it’ (p. 204). This was the strategy we
chose to adopt for taking the project forward, creating a network of actors associated
with the project itself who will help expand it, improve it and implement it. All the
while remembering the spirit of innovation where ‘it is necessary to make a decision
without being sure of whether the right choice has been made’ (Akrich et. al., 2002, p.
201).
At first glance it may seem to suggest that the project is about technical
innovation but the technology used in building the house has existed for centuries.
Through the material, the project aims to have an immaterial impact on society and its
values on how it treats the environment, climate, and migrants and in effect migration.
Emilson (2014) points out an important characteristic of social innovation that is the
role of stakeholder networks. As brought up by Murray, Caulier-Grice & Mulgan
(2010) contrasting social innovation with innovation in business where the firm is
mainly responsible for driving innovation, in social innovation it is the wider network or
people that is more likely to effect the change. This network could be people from the
public sector, social enterprise, social movements, and business among others. This also
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extends into the concept of agonistic space that ‘proposes a polyphony of voices on
mutually vigorous but tolerant disputes among groups united by passionate
engagement’ (Binder et al, 2011, pp. 187-188). This line of thought greatly affected the
shape the project has taken. An approach from the open source communities (Abel,
Evers, Klaassen, & Troxler, 2011) would suggest opening up and sharing of the designs
and processes on the Internet with an open source license in an easily available format.
These could then be appropriated by users in their projects and improved upon and
those improvements shared further with the rest of the community. This approach could
very well be adopted and might serve the project well to be used and expanded on the
basis of voluntary participation but on its own it may not achieve the goal of a larger
change that is desired. To move beyond the idea of products and services supporting
business goals, we chose to adopt the approach of social innovation instead.
We adopted the approach of infrastructuring to ‘cultivate long-term working
relationships with diverse actors and slowly build a designing network’ (Emilson,
Hilgren, & Seravalli, 2014, p. 38). As designers we saw our role as enablers for the
community to do the act of creation themselves. We act as catalysts to scale the
connections and create a platform that allows them to connect, share and hence inspire
and make a larger impact. Some of the actions we implemented have been a transdisciplinary workshop with many actors who could help make the project grow, a vision
for the project going forward and through it a concept website that could help scale the
process of matchmaking between the diverse set of actors. We have also laid down the
foundation for incorporating education through exhibitions and further workshops.
The project going forward could benefit from the idea of ‘agonistic design
things’ as expressed by Emilson & Hilgren (2014) where they speculate its possibility
of being an ‘extended knowledge alliance’ (p. 65) including the knowledge and
experiences of a heterogeneous group of actors affecting a project. This along with the
idea of infrastructuring provide for a sound theoretical foundation to build on,
something that we started with at the first trans-disciplinary workshop and will further
with a concept for future exhibitions and workshop activity as described in the
following section.
3. METHODS
Our approach to design on this project involved three distinct levels of engagement.
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These were service image, collective impact and service design, which are explained
below.
3.1 Service image
While a service image (2009) is a unique picture that encapsulates the main features of a
service at a glance, we used it as a tool to explore what this picture could be.
One of our goals was to present the project to the larger world beyond the
academic circles it existed in. Very early on we decided that the image, voice and vision
of the house needs to be clearly outlined and described to let the project proceed in a
public domain. While the image has been slowly clarified through out the process, we
conducted one specific workshop with the stakeholder to understand her vision for the
project, what the brand might look like and what might its business objectives be, if any
(Figure 1). It was conducted like a branding exercise where she was asked to imagine
the house as an already existing product with a service around it. Then we proceeded to
describe how this brand would behave in certain scenarios and what associations it
inspires.
Figure 1. Service image workshop output with stakeholder. [close ups attached in
Appendix I]

To understand the image we asked the stakeholder to personify the brand and describe
how it would be dressed at a party and how it would behave. We then moved on to
imagine the brand after a few drinks and imagine how it would amplify itself.
Another exercise was to find a representative animal for the brand, highlighting
its characteristics and values. Then the next set of scenario was to image the brand
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having been acquired by a large corporation and to speculate the changes we think they
might make to the product and its service. This helped to make explicit the actions we
already feel should be taken but have yet not been taken up.
We then proceeded to sum up the image as of today and the expectations from
the future; this helped highlight the tasks to be taken up.
3.1.1 Mind Mapping
One of the main techniques used for sense making (Krippendorff, 1989) was mind
mapping, which allowed us to visualise the various parts of the project and their
inherent connections. One of the very first mind map was for stakeholders based on
their interest in the project (Figure 2).
Figure 2. Mind map of stakeholders and their motivations

This helped us distil the directions the project could and should take. It also highlighted
the points we should not miss on while explicitly showing new areas of exploration. For
example, we were presented the project with refugees as one of the main user groups,
but through our enquiries it seemed they were just one of many other user groups. Later
on in the process we mapped out another stakeholder map (Figure 3) this time with
every stakeholder that could have an effect or could be impacted by the project.
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Figure 3. Stakeholder map

This map of all the actors was used to modulate the project into different contexts and to
understand how it changes the key characteristics of it (Figure 4). The modulations
could be classified into two broad contexts, one of people in immediate need of a home
which could be refugees, homeless because they cannot afford high rents or maybe even
students. The second one was of people who want to build another house, for instance it
could be a cabin in the forest, or one in another city or as part of their allotment garden.
Mind mapping made the dilemmas of context very apparent, prompting us to be very
careful how we choose to describe the house. Discussions over the contextualisation of
the house led us to choose to present the house in a way that it could be appropriated for
any use the user desires hence showcasing it’s characteristics but leaving out the
context.
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Figure 4. Modulations in context

3.2 Collective impact
Collective impact (Kania & Kramer, 2011) is an approach to solve complex social
problems. It is based on the belief that no single entity, whether it is a government,
policy, organisation or program, can have enough impact to solve such problems.
Having established the social nature of the problem we chose this approach as our
guiding principle through the design process. We made progress in some aspects of
achieving collective impact. Through a trans-disciplinary workshop we took the first
steps towards arriving at a common agenda among various different actors affecting the
project. Through knowledge sharing and progress of the project sharing it is moving
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towards achieving the goal of mutually reinforcing activities, where all actors do not
essentially do the same activities but in their own activities adhere to some common
principles that support the common agenda. Going forward, in the future there is a need
for continuous communication and finding a shared measurement system beyond what
has already been set in motion.
We used design games (Vaajakallio, 2012) in two of the co-design workshops
(Eriksen, 2012) we conducted. Design games allowed the participants to participate on a
common platform and put across their viewpoints and agendas without feeling the
pressure to conform to the most common views in the room. It also served as inspiration
for thought and brought forward their tacit knowledge on the subjects. The two
workshops are described below.
3.2.1 Students from masters course in leadership in sustainability
We chose a group of six students from this course because they had received a lecture
on the project by our stakeholder and some of them had showed great interest in the
project for its sustainability goals. We also wanted to understand the presumptions one
may carry with them while understanding the project and how it affects their worldview
for the future. We set up a dinner table scenario with candles and plates (images in
Appendix II). As preparation for the workshop we asked the participants to bring with
them three items that they ‘need’ in their lives and three that they ‘want’. As discussed
by Brandt & Eriksen (2010), we also wanted to explore how participants would bring
their personal experiences, practices, interests and biases to the table. From a previous
modulation exercise (Figure 4) we had established the words, ‘need’ and ‘want’ as key
determiners of the changes in perception when the house is placed in specific contexts.
We used these metaphors during the workshop to help with our exploration. It was
interesting to see through the flow of the workshop how the participants went from
thinking of the house as a refugee shelter to coming up with various uses for the house
as for e.g. a cultural building built by the community, movable gypsy homes, art
centres, & student housing to even generally selling the technology to large corporations
for profit. We questioned the sustainability metrics of the house through all these use
cases to serve as boundaries.
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3.2.2 Trans-disciplinary
Further on in the design process, we organised a workshop representing participants
from various functions that affect the project. The workshop had seven participants
representing the municipality, material experts, researchers, architects and craftsmen.
During this workshop we had the participants first work in pairs of two and in the
second part come together a group and discuss the results from the first part, while
mapping them out and making the output apparent. In the first exercise, the participants
worked on designing a box (McMullin, 2007) using instructions provided by us (images
in Appendix III). The main aim was to fill out the box as a complete package to sell the
idea of the project within their organisation or peers in the profession. Each side had a
theme and they were asked to fill them out according to those. They were asked to take
inspiration from packaging on products like cereal boxes and milk cartons. Then using
metaphors like ingredients, suggested recipes we tried to understand their perspective
on the project and what contexts they see the house being used in.
3.3 Service Design
The third level of engagement involves designing the service around the house that
would encompass making available the open source architectural plans and the process
of building the house. We envision this through a website that would interactively make
available the build process to anyone who is interested. Another side of the website
would focus on the concept of circular model of engagement which is explained in
detail in section 4.2.2. It should be pointed out that while this part of the work was
proposed it could not be completed to its fullest potential and hence will be a good place
to start from while continuing the project.
4. RESULTS
As mentioned we approached the project on three levels of engagement. The results
achieved in each are described below.
4.1 Service Image
4.1.1 Making sense
The earliest task for us as a design team was to make sense of the project and
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understand its implications and design openings. I broadly refer to these as ‘making
sense’ (Krippendorff, 1989). As mentioned in section 2, the project when presented
came across as one of technical innovation in architecture. We were presented with
details of the build process, the materials used and the various sustainability features
applicable while using the house. While the technologies themselves were not new, it
was a great feat in bringing them all together in one package into a real prototype that
stands on land as a living lab. These tasks were already complete but the future course
of action and goals from the project were fuzzy.
As a design team we started by trying to understand the vision for the project
through a workshop with our stakeholder. The result of this workshop fed into all the
work from then on and was one of the inputs to help create the visual identity of the
project (attached in Appendix IV). Through this workshop we realised that while the
project took inspiration from one user group, the refugees, they were not the only
intended user group for the project. The project was meant to bring together various
vernacular methods of construction and materials, which would be a sustainable
alternative to the current practices. In one of the exercises we asked our stakeholder to
imagine that a corporation takes over the project and to tell us which corporation it
would be and what changes they would implement. Her choice of corporation, IM
(https://manniskohjalp.se), which is a NGO, spoke about how she envisioned the project
grow for social impact at a larger scale.
This activity showed a way to move forward with the project but also raised a lot
more question than the ones it answered. As the project evolves it would be a good idea
to repeat with a similar exercise as new information become available.
4.2 Collective Impact
4.2.1 Trans-disciplinary workshop
Following from the strategy of interessement (Akrich, Callon & Latour, 2002) to
achieve collective impact we organised a trans-disciplinary workshop with actors from
various walks of life impacting different aspects of the project. These included
representations from the local municipality, material experts from practice and research,
architects working with the municipality and individuals for single household projects,
architectural researchers, and craftwork including woodwork. Through this workshop
the intention was to bring all these actors together and understand their motivations to
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support and adopt various aspects relevant to them in the project. We also hoped to
spark a discussion that could lead to starting a process of finding common ground to
collaborate on a future project. The workshop was a success with a high level of
engagement from all participants and a few tangible findings that could be developed
further. The discussions brought forward some key desires from the project, like:
•

The need for education within the construction industry, government and general
population about materials, and building & use practices of the sustainable
techniques highlighted

•

Working towards increasing the acceptance of these materials and sustainable
practices

•

Portraying said methods as hi-tech and advanced despite the cheap price tag i

•

Multiple possible use cases for the project and such could be showcased using
pilot projects

•

A need to find said pilot projects, while highlighting Djingis Khan residential
area in Lund (http://www.djingis.se) as a historical example for optimism

While the workshop itself was a success there is need for continued work in bringing
more actors together to achieve desired goals. The workshop was missing
representations from some key areas that include the construction industry, contractors,
material suppliers, hobbyists, and citizens with an urgent need for housing. Greater
effort needs to be made to bring these actors together with the ones who made it to the
first workshop.
4.2.2 Circular model of engagement
Drawing inspiration from the trans-disciplinary workshop we came up with a concept of
engagement going forward in the project. We call it the circular model of engagement.
The idea basically involves creating one’s circle of collaborators to complete a build of
a house. The motif of circle has been used to signify the aspect of taking and then
giving back to the community at large. The sustainable features of the house allow the
house to have a carbon negative and an energy positive rating. This shows that the
house during its life cycle actually absorbs the carbon emissions rather than creating
more of its own. Giving back to nature more than it took from nature.
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With a circular model of engagement aided by a circular manifesto that
highlights the key terms of building such a house and or community we wish to ensure
that the larger visions and goals of the project are met. Figure 5 below shows the
physical sample of this model that would allow people to engage with it and understand
how it can be applied to use.
While we have created an initial and very basic concept for the circular model
that also draws inspiration from the idea of circular economy there is more on-going
work that needs to be done to flesh out the model clearly and write down the terms of
the circular manifesto. This will have to be placed in an organisational structure in the
future to ensure it is followed. There are studies about maker spaces that could help
with ensuring fair participation and use of resources within this model (Seravalli, 2014).
Figure 5. Exhibition and workshop artefact for circular model of engagement

4.3 Service Design
4.3.1 Website
As one of our design deliverables we have provided a concept for the website that could
support the project goals in the future. The website currently is divided into two
sections. One section describes the process for building a sustainable house similar to
the one that currently works as a living lab. This is intended mainly towards an
individual user who could be a hobbyist wanting to build a second home or a boutique
architectural firm with clients requiring a single dwelling detached house. The second
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section on the website is aimed at answering to the circular model of engagement. This
section allows for users to offer their services to collaborate or request for specific
collaborators on their projects. Some screen shots of the website are placed in Appendix
V.
A further design sprint is required to detail out the requirements of actually
implementing the concept that is the circular model of engagement.
5. DISCUSSION
We started out with a question to understand how to get started on a long-term social
innovation project. The chosen strategy of interessement (Akrich, Callon & Latour,
2002) seems promising in increasing the critical mass of interest in the project that
would help it move forward in the future. Most of the actors are already engaged in the
project and some who have followed its growth trajectory are impressed with the
achievements so far. Using the concepts of infrastructing (Emilson, Hilgren, &
Seravalli, 2014) we have come to a point of creating an umbrella concept to drive the
project. This concept of circular engagement describes how to move forward with the
project by creating circles of collaboration, which in turn would serve as inspirations for
future projects. But the concept itself is open enough to not get locked in. There is room
to improve and build upon the concept to grow it to encapsulate other needs that
become apparent as more information becomes available. The next steps would be to
develop the website using this concept and have it available online as a phase of testing
the concept and fine-tuning it to actually be workable.
Our initial design direction based on intuition suggested we should design an
engaging platform to enable individual builders to use it and build their own houses.
While we have kept this part of our design thought, it is only a part of the final concept
and it plays only a small single-dimensional role in the future of the project. This points
to the importance of collaborative work and bringing in as many opposing viewpoints
through the design process, as expressed in creating agonistic spaces (Binder et al,
2011).
Collaboration has remained a central theme through our design process, which
while being very helpful has slowed the pace of the project. The process has largely
focused on design before design (Pedersen, 2015) providing other actors the opportunity
to make contributions to the project. Due to this there has been very little focus on
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prototyping and sketching concepts during the brief project phase that we have had.
This would be a good starting point while continuing the project for future
development. Creating a clear definition and explanation of the concept from our end
should be the final deliverable to the stakeholder.
This model of engagement currently focuses only on the build part of a house
and ignores many other important factors of liveability. There is also potential to engage
various actors of material suppliers within their own circle, fulfilling gaps in the market.
Certain areas with high supply of certain materials could play a broader role in pushing
for certain building practices and being the initiators of such circles as well. The
concept of circular model of engagement has its strengths as an over arching concept,
but until the point we have explored also leaves a lot of unexplored potential.
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APPENDIX I
Workshop with stakeholder to clarify service image. Discussed in section 3.1.
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APPENDIX II
Workshop with students from masters course in leadership in sustainability –
described in section 3.2.1
The setup:

Categorisation of brought objects related to needs and wants:
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Some possible use cases for the house:
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APPENDIX III
Trans-disciplinary workshop, described in section 3.2.2
The setup – with boxes, materials and inspiration on the walls

Instructions for working with the boxes:
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Participants working on their boxes in teams of 2:

Select boxes and sides:
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The maps from group discussion using boxes in the second half of workshop:
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APPENDIX IV
Visual identity for the brand
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APPENDIX V
Screen shots of initial website concept
Home page:
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Do it Yourself:
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Collaborate:
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